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Abstract. Design Thinking (DT) has been chosen as an approach to support
problem-solving by many software development companies. However, there are
divergences between the professionals of these companies concerning which
techniques are performed, which steps are followed, and the way to implement
this approach, as it proposes itself, to be divergent to generate numerous alter-
natives and, also, convergent, to find a solution. As a practical way to apply
DT in software development, a collection of techniques are implemented during
different working spaces provided by the DT models. Therefore, selecting the ap-
propriate techniques within the set of the available ones is challenging. Aiming
to present a solution for helping software development professionals in how to
select the appropriate techniques for DT activities, we propose the development
of a theoretical context-based recommendation model for selecting DT tech-
niques for software development. Thus, we aim to develop a recommender and
collaborative system of DT techniques and to validate it through industry-based
empirical studies. We have already characterized the DT techniques that pro-
fessionals are using and how they select them, and the benefits and challenges
of using DT. These results were used to inform the proposal and the validation
of a first version of the DT techniques recommendation tool, which presents the
tool first round of core features.
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1. Problem Characterization
Design Thinking (DT) is a user-centered design (UCD) approach used to foster inno-
vative software seeking to fit the users’ needs. Considering its iterative and creative
characteristics, DT is integrated into agile methods to boost software development pro-
cesses [Gurusamy et al. 2016]. It has been used, for instance, by companies such as
IBM [Lucena et al. 2016] and SAP [Jensen et al. 2016].

Brenner and Uebernickel [Brenner and Uebernickel 2016] define DT as a mindset,
a process, or a toolbox. As a mindset, DT fosters problem-solving thinking with the user
at the center of the solution process. As a process, DT helps to orchestrate the necessary
steps to diverge and converge to generate a solution [Luedeke et al. 2018, Berger 2011].
Finally, as a toolbox, DT provides more than 70 techniques to support the understanding
of the problem, to ideate over various potential solutions, and to select the most suitable
solution for solving the problem [IDEO 2020].

The collection of techniques that can be applied to support DT in software de-
velopment helps IT professionals to produce better solutions. However, selecting which
techniques to use among the set of available techniques is challenging. This selection
needs to take into account the project context, the user-centric perspective, the multidis-
ciplinary team’s composition, among other aspects. Therefore, we ask “How can a rec-
ommendation system promote the selection of DT techniques in software development?”.

Aiming to help software development professionals in how to select the techniques
for DT activities, this study aims at developing a recommendation and collaborative sys-
tem of DT techniques to be used in software development. In addition, as a result of
the use of the proposed recommender system, we expect to gather information with the
professionals, through empirical studies, to create a theoretical context-based recommen-
dation model for selecting DT techniques for software development. This model is an
abstract representation of recommendations of DT techniques to be used to qualify the se-
lection of the appropriate DT techniques according to project’ context information, such
as, for example, considering the experience on the use of DT, project domain, DT tech-
niques characteristics, and involved stakeholders.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Design
Thinking in software development. Section 3 presents the research methodology and the
expected contributions of our work. Section 4 presents the current status of our work.
Section 5 describes the evaluation of our early results. Finally, Section 6 compares our
work with related ones.

2. Background
Putting the user at the center of the process is a strategy used by organizations of soft-
ware development focusing on the improvement of the solution [Hehn et al. 2020]. User-
centered Design approaches allow us to collect the users’ needs fostering the innovation
and the use of creativity to build a solution [Lindberg et al. 2011]. DT has been integrated
with requirements engineering to support the development of solutions that understand
and collect users’ needs efficiently [Hehn et al. 2020, Nedeltcheva and Shoikova 2017].

When Design Thinking is used in conjunction with Agile methods, an environ-
ment prone to both understand the customers and their needs and to produce a solution
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exploring constant deliveries, frequent feedback, quick reaction to changes is offered
[Nedeltcheva and Shoikova 2017]. Approaches like DT@SCRUM [Vetterli et al. 2015]
and DT@XP [Sohaib et al. 2019] are alternatives to integrating DT and Agile methods.

Another research topic is the use of DT techniques in software development. Re-
cent efforts (e.g., [Souza et al. 2017, Hehn et al. 2020]) have aimed to characterize how
DT is used in software development, including what and how DT techniques are used
in, and how DT activities can be organized for creating an alignment with user’s needs,
respectively. In addition, our preliminary investigation of literature [Prestes 2020] and
of industry practice [Prestes et al. 2020] has suggested that software development profes-
sionals still use a limited number of techniques either for not knowing about other options
or for not realizing how to select new ones. Therefore, there is still room for recommend-
ing DT techniques using collaborative and intelligent mechanisms.

Our long-term goal is to create an abstract model of recommendations of DT tech-
niques for software development. To reach this goal, we aim to develop a recommenda-
tion and collaborative system that provides recommendations of DT techniques focusing
on software development. This system aims to create a DT users’ community, capturing
the feedback of the professionals to provide useful information on the selection and use
of appropriate DT techniques. In addition, using empirical studies, we expect to gather
information with professionals who have used our proposed system to establish an in-
formation base on the context of the use of DT Techniques and other relevant criteria to
selecting them, still to be defined in our research.

3. Methodology and Expected Contributions
This research is classified as qualitative, based on empirical methods, seeking to ex-
plore, understand, and explain a certain phenomena [Dybå et al. 2011]. We organized
our activities based on the use of empirical methods such as Surveys, Case Studies,
and Focus Groups [Easterbrook et al. 2008]. Also, we have used a Systematic Litera-
ture Review (SLR) to perform a synthesis of relevant scientific studies about the research
topic [Kitchenham et al. 2009]. Our goal is to gather information and to validate our
proposals and artifacts with industry professionals who have experience in using DT in
software development.

We organized our research methodology into 4 steps: (i) Exploration on Design
Thinking in software development; (ii) Construction of a collaborative recommendation
system of DT techniques in software development; (iii) Empirical validation of the DT
techniques recommendation system, and; (iv) Construction of a theoretical context-based
model for selecting DT techniques for software development.

Figure 1 illustrates the methodology of this research. In addition, aiming to de-
scribe our research methodology, Table 1 outlines our research steps, our research sub-
steps, our research questions, and our research expected contributions.

4. Current Status and Future Work
This work seeks to create a theoretical context-based recommendation model for recom-
mendations of DT techniques for software development. As a result, we expect to promote
the use of appropriate DT techniques, and contribute to advancing the state-of-the-art and
the state-of-practice about the use of DT in software development.
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Figure 1. Methodology Steps

We are currently working on activities related to year II (Figure 1). The working-
in-progress activities are based on the early outcomes we previously obtained (year I),
such as (i) problem characterization: DT in software development and DT techniques in
that context, and (ii) Recommendation of DT Techniques: proposal of a tool for DT Tech-
niques recommendation for software development with interview-based validation (ver-
sion 0.1 of the tool). In the first semester (YEAR II), we created the prototypes of the tool,
and performed a tool feature analysis using DESMET method [Kitchenham et al. 1997].
These already obtained results are better described in Section 5.

We are working in the following activities (Figure 1, Year II, 2st semester):
• Tool Prototype user validation – User validation of the tool prototypes.
• RSL: Recommendation Systems in Software Engineering – characterization of

how recommendation systems are implemented in SE.
• Tool development – Implementation of the tool using programming language.

In year III, our activities are focused on promoting the use of the tool with industry
professionals. For this, we will carry out a case study and, subsequently, a focus group for
data collection. After the data collection studies, our goal is to extract information from
the context and the impact of the recommendations on the usage of the techniques (year
IV). We intend to create a model of DT techniques according to the context of the project
with the data collected.
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Table 1. Methodology, Steps, Research Questions, and Contributions

Methodology

# Step Studies Research Question Contributions

I

Exploration on
Design Think-
ing in Software
Development

Systematic Literature
Review

Survey

How DT is used in
software development
by Industry
Professionals?

To characterize how
professionals are using
DT in software
development

Meta-DT Session and
Tool Proposal

Interview Evaluation

How difficult is to
choose DT techniques
for Software
Development?

To propose a tool for
support the selection of
DT Techniques

II

Construction
of Recommen-
dation Tool of
DT Techniques
in Software
Development

Systematic Literature
Review:
Recommendation
Systems in Software
Engineering

How are
Recommendation
Systems in Software
Engineering
implemented?

To understand how to
build a recommendation
system to help selecting
DT Techniques in
Software Development

Recommendation Tool
Prototyping and
Development

Recommendation Tool
Validation: Feature
Analysis

Pilot Validation

Do recommendations
for DT techniques
improve the process of
selecting techniques and
implementing DT in
software development?

To develop a
recommendation system
to help choose DT
Techniques in Software
Development

Thesis proposal writing

III
Empirical Val-
idation of the
DT Techniques
Recommendation
Tool

Case Studies in Industry

Focus Group

How software
development
professionals have used
the Recommendations
of DT Techniques?

To assess how DT
Technique
recommendations occur
in the software
development industry

Recommendation-based
context Extraction: tool
usage in Software
Development

What has been the
experience of using the
DT technique
recommendation system
for software
development?

To extract usage
information of the
recommendation system
aiming to build a model
of DT techniques
recommendations

IV

Construction of a
theoretical
context-based
model for selecting
DT techniques for
software
development

Model Construction How could an abstract
model assist in
recommending DT
techniques for software
development?

To develop an abstract
model of DT techniques
recommendations to be
used in software
development

Thesis writing

5. Description and Evaluation of Results

This work started in 2019. In the first year, we performed the activities: (i) problem’ char-
acterization, and; (ii) a first solution proposal. We focused on understanding, knowing-
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in-depth, and finding research gaps in the use of DT in SD. We based us on the research
question: “How DT is used in software development by industry professionals?”.

Initially, for the (i) problem characterization, we conducted a systematic liter-
ature review [Kitchenham et al. 2009]. For the SLR, our main research question was:
“How Design Thinking is being used in software development, and what are the bene-
fits and challenges of using it?”. As a result, we have gathered information about the
use of DT in SD, including a theoretical overview, a set of models composed by work-
ing spaces, a set of techniques and tools, establishing DT as a Mindset, as a process,
or as a toolbox [Lindberg et al. 2011]. In addition, we identified the relationship of DT
with software engineering, such as its application in software development in industry, for
academic purposes, and for requirement engineering.

In parallel with the SLR and based on its results, still considering the (i) problem
characterization, we conducted a survey to identify which models, techniques and tools
IT professionals use, reasons for choosing DT, usage scenarios, and the benefits and diffi-
culties of applying DT. Our survey was answered by 149 Brazilian IT professionals who
were invited using the LinkedIn1 professional-based social network. As a result, we char-
acterized how DT is used in the Brazilian software development industry. We found that
professionals have difficulties in selecting which techniques to apply in their activities,
according to the multidisciplinary, innovative, creative and dynamic context fostered by
DT and required in today’s SD processes. As an outcome of activity (i), we published a
paper in the XP 2020 conference [Prestes et al. 2020].

After the problem characterization, we worked in a first solution proposal (ii). We
performed a Meta-Design Thinking Session. We call this session as Meta because it was
a DT session focused on a solution for DT. This meta-DT activity was started pointing
out the problem: “How can software development professionals select the most suitable
Design Thinking (set of) technique to support software engineering?”. As a solution, a
recommendation system of DT techniques was proposed. It seeks to provide relevant
information on DT techniques, going beyond the existing user’s toolkit. In addition, it
allows the selection of other similar techniques, using a technique relationship graph that
should consider a set of items for the recommendation such as previous use of a pre-
cise technique, user feedback, product context, and project characteristics. Through an
interview-based study, we validated that the tool is valuable in assisting both on-boarding
novice users and expert ones during their DT sessions in SD. Both It professionals’ pro-
files found the tool idea useful and helpful. As an outcome for activity (ii), we published
a paper in the CIbSE 2020 conference [Parizi et al. 2020].

Next, we prototyped the screens to define the tool’s features and flows. We used
the Figma2 and QuantUX3 tools to support the refinement of user requirements and to
validate them. Using Figma, we created high-level fidelity prototypes, and used these
high-level fidelity prototypes to design and run our requirements validation study using
Quant-UX. In addition, we compared our solution with the related tools using the feature
analysis methodology proposed by Kitchenham [Kitchenham et al. 1997]. As a result,
we validated the potential of the proposal for the recommendation of DT techniques.

1http://www.Linkedin.com/
2http://www.figma.com
3https://www.quant-ux.com
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Table 2. Related Work
Work Classif.DT approach Techniques Recommendation

DTA4RE T DT techniques recommendation
for RE

Questionnaire-based recommendation using project
context and professional experience

IDEO DT G/T DT techniques filtering for gen-
eral purposes (including SD)

Form-based filtering of techniques for three working
spaces: Inspiration, Ideation and Prototyping

DT@SCRUM G DT techniques explored in a De-
sign Planning activity. It adapts
Scrum’s sprint planning sessions
to DT activities

DT Techniques suggested to be used in three differ-
ent operation modes: Design Thinking, initial devel-
opment, and fully development. Each mode has dif-
ferent levels of DT and SCRUM. First is more fo-
cused on DT and third is more focused in SD with
Scrum. The model initial development merge both

DT@XP G DT practices and techniques
adapted into two XP phases
called exploration and planning
phases

Integrates user stories with personas, uses multidis-
ciplinary teams approaches, develops prototypes and
perform user centered design acceptance tests

6. Comparison with Related Work
Literature shows some efforts for supporting IT professionals on the use of Design Think-
ing in software development. We present here 4 related work to our proposed research
identified in our Systematic Literature Review (SLR). We have classified the related stud-
ies into two classes: tool and guidelines. Tool refers to software that involves features
using computational mechanisms, allowing user interactions for providing DT techniques
recommendations. The guidelines class represents available resources aiming to help DT
users to use DT techniques in software development. Table 2 summarizes the related
studies comparing its DT approaches, its classification (T for tools or G for guidelines), if
they provide recommendations of DT Techniques, and how they do it.

Design Thinking Assistant for Requirements Elicitation (DTA4RE) [Souza 2019]
is a tool for DT Techniques recommendation, based on a questionnaire which requests
information from the users for suggesting some techniques related to three phases of DT:
inspiration, ideation, and prototyping. DTA4RE provides a collection of techniques of
DT to be applied for software development. It also shows detailed information about 27
techniques, providing details such as: what is the technique, how to use it, what are the
requisites to apply it, and so on. But, although DTA4RE to be a DT techniques tool,
it differs for our approach since it does not provide an iterative way for evaluating DT
techniques. Also, DTA4RE does not focus on capturing feedback from the professionals
about their experiences.

IDEO DT [IDEO 2020] can be considered as a hybrid approach for DT techniques
selection. It focuses on providing information for DT as a problem-solving, and also pro-
vides a mechanism for filtering and saving those techniques for a DT application. IDEO
DT focus on suggesting techniques for three DT working spaces: Inspiration, Ideation,
and Prototyping. Despite being for general purposes, we consider IDEO DT a related
work because of its use by software development companies. IDEO DT does not provide
techniques evaluations. It also does not allow evaluation and feedback of the technique
for the practitioners, which makes our approach different.

DT@SCRUM [Vetterli et al. 2015] and DT@XP [Sohaib et al. 2019] are alterna-
tives aiming to foster DT in software development in conjunction with the agile methods
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they represent. DT@SCRUM provides suggestions about what DT technique to using in
each step of the Scrum-based development process. Also, it provides the prerequisites
and the deliverable expected in each step. In DT@XP is made a combination of DT and
XP method. DT activities such as Empathy and Define are used in the exploration phase
creating an updated version of the user stories called DT-user stories, combining user sto-
ries and personas. However, differently to our purpose, these studies are guidelines and
not a tool or a system that provides computational resources for helping how to select a
DT technique.

As presented in Table 2, our research introduces some progress to the topic. We
are proposing a collection of new aspects related to DT in software development, such as
evaluation of the techniques at execution time, using these feedback as data for the recom-
mendation logic; creation of a community, exploring the feedback of the professionals do
provide useful information on the selection and use of suitable DT techniques. Also, we
are proposing the construction of a theoretical context-based model, an abstract approach
for helping DT users how to select these techniques.
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